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4k Touch screen
Command System

The Complete
Picture
The Hawk Synthetic interface 
delivers operational oversight and 
control to battlefield simulation.



CUTTING EDGE HAWK
Today’s combat environments and mixed 
theatre responses require more advanced 
and immersive training than ever before. 

HAWK offers a massive step change in modularity, 
openness and ease-of-use as well as the 

performance and terrain-enhancing
Capability, new work flows and capabilities enable 
users to start training faster, make edits and 
updates to training scenarios and terrains with 
greater ease and collaboration, and simulate 
training scenarios anywhere on the virtual Earth. 



CUTTING EDGE HAWK

3	 Available with Virtual Battle Space 4 pre-installed

3	 65” (165cm) 4k display touch screen tempered glass interface

3	 Daylight viewable high contrast viewable screen

3	 Ultra powerful Intel Core i9-10900K Processor  backed by NVIDIA RTX Graphics Card 
control PC

3	 Built in Wireless charging and wireless/bluetooth connectivity 

3	 75cm desk height for optimum ergonomic positioning

3	 Wireless keyboard & mouse for dedicated control

HAWK
FEATURES

HAWK BENEFITS
Collective, immersive training requires 
commanders to monitor and control the 
simulated environment in the same way they 
would an operational environment.

The HAWK synthetic interface allows unit 
commanders to monitor and observe the 
simulated environment and make use of 
simulation controls to interact in real-time.

Designed and built in the UK, Agincourt solutions 
enables full battle space-aware training without 
the logistical challenges associated with traditional 
training.

DIRECTION:
The toughened 65” interactive display allow crystal 
clear display of assets fed from the simulated 
environment.

POWER:
Backed by cutting edge NVIDIA GPU technology 
the system provides real-time visuals that match 
the detail of any simulated environment.

Multi-Use:
Running from a Windows environment the system 
supports multiple users at any time and will 
interface with the suit of BATTLEVR Products.
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HAWK SPECIFICATION
Dimensions: 750mm x 1580mm x 960mm
Display Resolution: 4k
Brightness: 450cd / m2
Contrast Ratio: 4000:1
Aspect Ratio: 16:9 (Landscape)
Response Time: 3ms
Viewing Angle: 178 ° vertical / 178 ° horizontal
Processor: Intel Core i9-10900K Processor
RAM: 64GB DDR
Graphics Processor: NVIDIA GeForce RTX 3080
Storage: 1TB Solid State Drive
Operating System: Windows 10/11

Software: Optional VBS4 Pre-installed
Audio: 10w stereo
Connectivity: HDMI / Bluetooth / Ethernet / Wifi 
/ USB
Input Power: 240V AC 50/60hz
Power Consumption: 400W
Operating Temperature: 0 °C to 50 °C
Operating Humidity: 10% to 90%
Display Construction: 6mm metal tempered 
glass
Operating Life: >50,000 hours
Warranty: 3 years part & labour


